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M F-3701
First Year B. C. A. (Sem. I) Examination  

October/November -  2013 
Communication Skills : Paper - 101

(New Course)

Time : 3 Hours]

Instructions :
(1)

[Total Mar

nli taiq4t [n*unki«fi Sruqtfl u?
Flllup strictly the details of signs on your answer book. 

Name of the Examination:

F. Y. B. C. A. (SEM. 1)
Name of the Subject:

COMMUNICATION SKILLS : PAPER - 101 (NEW)

-Subject Code N o.: 1 * - Section No. (1,2.....1:
__

(2) Figures to the right indicate
(3) Clearly mention the options

Explain with examples diffi 
any three of the following
(a) Formal and Infor:
(b) Giving Permission
(c) Instruction i:
(d) Refusal for pe

ays of communicating

gs and Introduction

12

of Request

a letter requesting for the correction in the 
able bill you received for the month of 

October, 2013
OR

ead of the Computer Science Department, 
vise a memorandum in an appropriate format, for 

third year students on the following points: 
ubject : Poor attendance in Practical Sessions 

Purpose : Warning of stern action

12
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3 Attempt any two of the following : 10

(a) Advantages of effective writing
(b) Effect of modern technology on communication process
(c) Various layouts of letter writing
(d) Responsibilities of a leader during discussion

(a) You have been given a responsibility to find out and 
report to the General Manager, Crown Electronics 
Ahmedabad the reasons behind complaints about 
service and food provided at the staff restaurant.
a report.

(b) Draft an application along with resume 
the following advertisement :

esponse to 12

BRAINTRAIN COMPANY requ
Preferably Females with E 
CHENNAI CENTRES.
BRAINTRAIN, The Is 
Techniques including 
T̂hinking techniques... (For

1ACHERS. 
ency for our

(b)

)any with '6 in V 
maths, Memory & 

ren aged 5 - 16 years^

Do as directed :
(a) Make words with the following suffixes:

(i) - er
(ii) - tion
Use following phrases in sentences of your own :
(i) look after
(i _
Mrs. Sharma reported the theft to the police, 

the voice) 
raining since morning, 

ie appropriate form of the bracketed word) 
e did not like her new dress. (Add question tag)

Twenty kilograms of r ic e_______not enough for a big
family like us. (is/are)
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. 6 (a) Develop a paragraph on the topic The world is
becoming a toxic garbage dump because of over use 
of non-degradable plastic.

OR
(b) Write a conversation between two friends discussing 

the importance of technology in teaching and learning
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